Installation Instructions for
MV110, MV115, MV120, MV125
Highway pegs and Mounts
This set of pegs and mounts are from our Import “value line” of products, they are not made by
us nor here in the USA. They are very functional, stylish and a good choice for the budget
minded consumer however they may have small flaws in the polishing and plating not seen in
our premium US made products. They carry a six months warranty whereas our US made
products carry a two year warranty.
1. Lay the enclosed parts out and familiarize yourself with them. Remove the large bolt
from the clamp and arm. Place the clamp around the tube of the engine guard with the
bolt hole facing outward. Place the black plastic washer between the clamp halves at the
bolt hole. Install the bolt with arm onto the clamp, raise it to the desired height and angle
then tighten loosely. Repeat this on the other side.
2. Remove the Allen bolt flat shim and spring shim from the peg mounting slot at the end of
the arm. Using only the bent or curved spring shim place the shim into the slot with its
flat side or edge at the bottom of the slot and the bend facing the peg, insert the pegs male
clevis into the slot (notice there is a left and right peg and install them accordingly).
Align the holes of the peg, bracket and shim using one of the supplied Allen wrenches or
a Phillips screwdriver. Place a drop of thread locker (Loc-Tite) onto the threads on the
peg mounting bolts then install the bolts and tighten to 8-12 ft. lbs. Note: Over tightening
will not allow the peg to fold up smoothly, if at all.
3. Adjust the height and angle of the arms and pegs as desired and so they are the same on
both sides. Notice that the pegs can be rotated on their male mounting clevis or tab. This
is done with the bolt at the outer end of the peg on some models. With others you will
need to first remove the rubber pad by removing the screws which hold them in place.
This will then give you access to the bolt the peg rotates on.
4. Tighten the large clamp bolts securely (25-30 ft. lbs.)
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